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The interaction of ferricytochrome c with negatively charged heteropolytungstates was studied by resonance Raman 
spectroscopy. In analogy to previous findings on ferricytochrome c bound to other types of charged interface 
(Hildebrandt, P. and Stockburger, M. (1989) Biochemistry 28, 6710-6721, 6722-6728), it was shown that in these 
complexes the conformational states I and II are stabilized. While in state I, the structure is the same as is in the 
uncomplexed heme protein, in state II three different coordination configurations coexist, i.e., a six-coordinated 
low-spin, a five-coordinated high-spin and a six-coordinated high-spin form. These configurations constitute thermal 
coordination equilibria whose thermodynamic properties were determined. The detailed analysis of the low-frequency 
resonance Raman spectra reveals that in state II the heme pocket assumes an open structure leading to a significantly 
higher flexibility of the heme group compared to the native ferricytochrome c. It is concluded that these structural 
changes are the result of Coulombic attractions between the polyanions and the lysine residues around the exposed 
heme edge which destabilize the heme crevice. Modifications of these interactions upon variation of the ionic strength, 
the pH or the type of the polytungstate are sensitively reflected by changes of the coordination equilibria in state II as 
well as of the conformational equilibrium of state I and state II. The conformational changes in state II significantly 
differ from those associated with the alkaline transition of ferricytochrome c. However, there are some structural 
similarities between the acid form of the heme protein stable below pH 2.5 in aqueous solution and the six-coordinated 
high-spin configuration of the bound ferricytochrome c at neutral pH (state II). This suggests that electrostatic 
interactions with the heteropolytungstates perturb the ionic equilibria of those amino acid side chains which are involved 
in the acid-induced transition leading to a significant upshift of the apparent pK a. 

Introduction 

Cytochrome c (cyt c) serves as an electron shuttle in 
the respiratory chain of aerobic organism, transporting 
electrons from cytochrome reductase (cyt.red) to cyto- 
chrome oxidase (cyt.ox) [1]. Prior to the electron trans- 
fer steps, cyt c forms tight complexes with its physio- 

Abbreviations: cyt c, cytochrome c; cyt 3+, ferricytochrome c; the 
indices I and II refer to the conformational states I and II; the index 
N indicates the dissolved (uncomplexed) cyt c; cyt.ox, cytochrome 
oxidase; cyt.red, cytoehrome reductase; 6cLS, six-coordinated low 
spin; 6cHS, six-coordinated high spin; 5ellS, five-coordinated high 
spin; HPT, heteropolytungstates; AsT, (KAs4W4oO14o)27-; SiT, 
(SiWllO39)8-; RR, resonance Raman; SERR, surface-enhanced reso- 
nance Raman; EPR, electron paramagnetic resonance; CD, circular 
dichroism. 

Correspondence (present address): P. Hildebrandt, Max-Planck-In- 
stitut ffir Strahlenchemie, Stifstr. 34-36, D-4330 Mtilheim, F.R.G. 

logical redox partners via Coulombic attractions be- 
tween the positively charged lysine-rich front surface of 
cyt c and the negatively charged binding domains on 
cyt.red or cyt.ox [2-4]. A variety of experimental and 
theoretical studies have demonstrated the fundamental  
importance of electrostatic interactions for the thermo- 
dynamics of complex formation and the kinetics of the 
electron transfer. However, little is known of how these 
interactions occur on the molecular level. Thus, it is of 
particular interest to analyze the effect of electrostatic 
fields on the structural and functional properties of cyt 
c. 

An instructive approach is to study the conforma- 
tional changes of cyt c bound to negatively charged 
surfaces such as electrodes, lipid bilayers or polyanions 
which may mimic the binding domains of its physio- 
logical redox partners. In a detailed surface-enhanced 
resonance Raman  (SERR) work it was shown that the 
interactions of  cyt c with the electrical double layer of a 
metal  electrode induce a potential-dependent equi- 
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librium between two conformational states [5]. While in 
state I, the native structure of cyt c is fully preserved 
and the redox potential is essentially the same as in 
solution, in state II, the heme pocket is subject to a 
severe structural rearrangement which leads to the 
weakening of the axial iron-methionine bond so that a 
thermal and electric-field dependent coordination equi- 
librium between a six-coordinated low spin (6cLS) and 
a five-coordinated high spin (5cHS) configuration is 
established. These structural changes are accompanied 
by a large negative shift of the redox potential which 
suggests a partial opening of the heme crevice. Employ- 
ing conventional resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy, 
both states I and II could also be observed in complexes 
formed with anionic phospholipid vesicles [6] and with 
the fully oxidized cyt.ox [7]. These results indicate that 
the electric-field-induced conformational changes of cyt 
c may also occur in vivo and control the physiological 
redox reactions. Thus the elucidation of the structural 
changes in state II can be of particular physiological 
relevance. 

In the present RR work, the studies on cyt c bound 
to charged surfaces were continued using the hetero- 
polytungstates (HPT) (KAs4W400140) 27- (AsT) and 
( S i W l l O 3 9 ) -  (SIT) .  The choice of these model systems 
was stimulated by a recent work by Chottard et al. [8], 
who analyzed the optical absorption, circular dichroism 
(CD), tryptophan fluorescence and electron para- 
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of cyt c complexed 
by these polyanions. The authors provided evidence for 
three different forms of cyt c which are stable in the pH 
range between 6.5 and 8.5. It was pointed out that some 
of their structural and redox properties are comparable 
with those of the acid, neutral and alkaline forms of cyt 
c, which, in the uncomplexed state, exist at pH values 
below 2.5, around 7.0 and above 10.5, respectively. On 
the other hand, preliminary RR experiments of the cyt 
c-AsT complex revealed the formation of the conforma- 
tional state II in analogy to other model systems [9]. 
Hence, the question arises if there is a relationship 
between the intrihsic pH-dependent conformational 
transitions of cyt c and those induced by external 
electrostatic fields. 

This issue will be addressed in this paper by analyz- 
ing the RR spectra of cyt c-HPT complexes and of the 
uncomplexed cyt c measured at different pH values. 
The results will be correlated with previous findings 
obtained by different spectroscopic techniques. Based 
on a comparison with the SERR spectra of cyt c, the 
molecular description of the conformational changes at 
charged interfaces will be refined. 

Materials and Methods 

Materials 
Horse heart cytochrome c (Sigma, type VI) was 

purified according to the procedure described by 
Brautigan et al. [10]. (KAs4W400140) 27- and (SiW n 
039) 8- were prepared according to Refs. 11 and 12. The 
preparation of the complexes with ferricytochrome c 
(cyt 3+) followed the protocol described by Chottard et 
al. [8]. In all experiments, the concentrations were 75 
#M for AsT (SIT) and 15 #M for cyt 3+. The absorption 
spectra of these complexes agreed with the data re- 
ported in Ref. 8. All chemicals used in this study were 
of the highest purity grade available. 

Methods 
RR spectra were excited with the 407 nm line of a 

Kr + laser using the experimental equipment descriebd 
in Ref. 9. The laser power at the sample, which was 
deposited in a rotating cuvette, was attenuated to 25 
mW. For temperature-dependent measurements, the cell 
was placed into a home-built, thermostated chamber 
which permits temperature control between 2 and 40 °C 
with an accuracy of _+ 1 C °. The spectral slit width was 
2.8 cm -1 in all experiments. SERR spectra were mea- 
sured from a rotating Ag electrode as described previ- 
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Fig. 1. RR spectra of cyt 3+ dissolved in aqueous solution at pH 7.0 
(A) and bound to AsT (pH 6.5; I --- 0.001 M) excited at 406 nm (B). C 
is the SERR spectrum of cyt31 + adsorbed on the Ag electrode at 0.0 V 
(vs. SCE) and excited with 413 nm (see Ref. 5 for further experimental 

details). 



ously [5]. The RR spectra were analyzed by a band-fit- 
ting procedure which is described elsewhere [5,6]. 

Results and Discussion 

Figs. 1 and 2 compare the RR spectra of cyt 3÷ 
measured at pH 7.0 in the uncomplexed state (A) and 
bound to AsT (B) at low ionic strength. Both spectral 
regions which are displayed provide complementary in- 
formation about the structure of the heme pocket. The 
RR bands in the low frequency region, which originate 
from vibrational modes including high contributions of 
the peripheral substituents of the porphyrin, can reflect 
even subtle perturbations of the heme-protein interac- 
tions [13-22]. The RR bands in the high frequency 
region, on the other hand, include the so-called marker 
bands (/)4, /)3, 1)2 and /)10) whose frequencies are corre- 
lated with the oxidation, spin and ligation state of the 
heme and, hence, can be used to determine the elec- 
tronic configuration of the heme iron (13,14,17]. 

In both spectral regions drastic differences are ob- 
served between the bound and the uncomplexed cyt 3+ 
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Fig. 2. RR spectra of cyt 3+ dissolved in aqueous solution at pH 7.0 
(A) and bound to AsT (pH 6.5; I = 0.001 M) excited at 406 nm (B). C 
is the SERR spectrum of cyt]1 + adsorbed on the Ag electrode at 0.0 V 
(vs. SCE) and excited with 413 nm (see Ref. 5 for further experimental 

details). 
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Fig. 3. RR spectra of cyt 3+ bound to heteropolytungstates excited at 
406 nm. (A), AsT, low ionic strength (approx. 0.001 M), pH 6.5; (B), 
AsT, high ionic strength (0.03 M), pH 6.5; (C), AsT, pH 8.5 ( I  = 0.001 

M); and (D) SiT, pH 6.5 ( I  -- 0.001 M). 

which indicates that binding to AsT induces a severe 
structural rearrangement of the heme pocket including 
the coordination shell of the iron. While cyt 3+ exhibits 
a rich vibrational manifold between 250 and 500 cm-t  
(Fig. 1A), in cyt3+-AsT this region is dominated by 
three strong peaks (Fig. 1B). In this way the spectrum is 
closely related to the SERR spectrum of the conforma- 
tional state II of cyt 3÷ (cytl3i +) adsorbed on the Ag 
electrode (Fig. 1C). The same analogy is found for the 
marker band region where, for example, the single band 
at 1500 cm -1 of cyt 3+ (/)3; Fig. 2A) is replaced by 
doublets in cyt3+-AsT (Fig. 2B) and in cyt3n + (Fig. 2C). 
The structural changes of cyt 3÷ upon binding to AsT 
are fully reversible. Dissociation of the complex upon 
addition of KC1 yields the same RR spectra of cyt~ + as 
in Figs. 1A and 2A. 

Ionic strength and pH dependence of the conformational 
changes 

Fig. 3 shows the RR spectra of cyt 3+ bound to SiT 
and AsT at different ionic strengths and pH values. 
According to Chottard et al. [8], under these conditions 
different forms of the complexed cyt c are stabilized. 
The spectra display the marker band region (P4, /)3) 
which was measured to a high accuracy using 0.2 cm-a 
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step widths. The most pronounced changes are noted 
for the mode v 3 between 1460 and 1520 cm -~. In 
cyt 3 ÷-SIT a single peak with a maximum at 1501.5 c m - t  
is observed (Fig. 3D), which shifts to a higher frequency 
(1505.5 cm -1) in cyta+-AsT at pH 8.5 (Fig. 3C). These 
frequencies imply that there are two different 6cLS 
configurations of the bound cyt 3+ [17]. Lowering the 
pH in solutions of cyt3+-AsT complexes leads to the 
appearance of a peak below 1490 cm -1 whose relative 
intensity varies with the ionic strength (Fig. 3A,B). The 
broad and poorly resolved structure of the peak sug- 
gests that it is composed by two bands between 1480 
and 1490 cm -1 which would correspond to two HS 
forms of the heme. 

These spectral changes in the I) 3 b a n d  region are 
paralleled by frequency shifts and broadening of the 
peak around 1370 cm -1, indicating that the underlying 
redistribution among the various conformational states 
of the bound cyt c is also reflected by the mode v 4. 

Identification of the conformational states 
Employing a band-fitting program, the RR spectra in 

Fig. 3 were analyzed quantitatively. According to the 
visual inspection of the spectra in the previous section, 
there are four different species corresponding to four 
different but overlapping bands in both the v4 and 1'3 
band region. A physically reasonable assumption is that 
the spectral parameters of these bands do not depend 

on the conformational distribution. This implies that 
the frequencies vi, half-widths Av i and the intensity 
ratio, R, of the v 4 and v 3 bands for each species must 
be the same in each spectrum. In this way the degrees of 
freedom in the fitting routine are considerably reduced. 
Following the protocol of the fitting procedure as it is 
described in detail in Ref. 6, the iterative analysis yielded 
spectral parameters for each species which are constant 
within +0.2 cm -1 for v i and A P  i and +1096 for R in 
all spectra. The v 3 band region of the RR spectra 
analysed in this way are shown in Fig. 4. 

Let us first consider the RR spectrum of cyt3*-SiT 
(Fig. 4D), in which the peak at 1501.5 cm-1 could be 
resolved into two components at 1499.6 and 1505.7 
cm-1 corresponding to two different 6cLS forms of the 
bound cyt 3+. The same conclusion can be drawn from 
the analysis of the v 4 band region yielding components 
at 1369.2 and 1373.7 cm -1. There is no evidence for any 
contribution of HS configurations in this spectrum. 
Also, in cyt3+-AsT at pH 8.5 (Fig. 4C) both 6cLS forms 
clearly prevail; however, now the intensity ratio of both 
components in the v 3 as well as in the v 4 band region 
(not shown) is reversed. 

The bands of the two low-spin configurations are 
also present in cyt3+-AsT ar low ionic strength (Fig. 
4A); however, in addition, the broad band at approx. 
1480 cm -1 can be resolved into two components at 
1479.7 and 1487.6 cm -1 whose counterparts in the v 4 
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Fig. 4. RR spectra in the v 3 band region of cyt 3+ bound to heteropolytungstates excited at 406 nm. (A), AsT, low ionic strength (approx. 0.001 M), 
pH 6.5; (B), AsT, high ionic strength (approx. 0.03 M), pH 6.5; (C), AsT, pH 8.5 (I ,= 0.001 M); and (D), SiT, pH 6.5 (1 ,~ 0.001 M). The dotted 

lines are the fitted Lorentz profiles (see text for details). 



TABLE I 

Marker bands of the various species of ferricytochrome c 

State Complex Mode a 

V 4 A v  4 v 3 A v  3 

cyt~ + 6cLS electrode b 1369.0 12.0 1499.5 11.4 
HPT c 1369.2 12.8 1499.6 9.3 
AOT d - - 1499.4 10.1 
lipid • 1369.1 12.2 1499.4 9.6 
phosvitin d - - 1499.8 10.1 
cyt.b5 d - - 1499.3 9.5 
cyt.ox r 1368.9 11.9 1499.7 9.6 

cyt xal + 6cLS electrode b 1373.6 13.7 1503.1 11.6 
HPT ~ 1373.7 13.5 1505.7 11.0 
AOT d -- - 1505.0 11.8 
lipid e 1374.0 13.3 1504.6 11.1 
cyt.ox f 1374.3 13.0 1504.2 10.7 

cyt 13t + 5cHS electrode b 1367.8 11.8 1488.4 12.5 
HPT c 1368.3 11.6 1487.6 14.3 
AOT d - - 1490.1 15.4 
lipid ~ 1366.0 13.4 1488.2 15.2 

cyti3~ 6cHS electrode b 1365.4 13.3 1478.7 16.1 
HPT ~ 1366.3 13.1 1479.7 12.4 

The frequencies and half-widths of the modes are given in cm-i.  
b Adsorbed on the Ag electrode; adopted from Ref. 5. 

HPT, heteropolytungstates. 
d AOT, inverted micelles; cyt.b5, cytochrome bs; all adopted from 

Ref. 9. 
• lipid, phospholipid vesicles; adopted from Ref. 6. 
f cyt.ox, cytochrome oxidase; adopted from Ref. 7. 

b a n d  region are at  1366.3 and  1368.3 cm -1 (not  shown).  
Fo l lowing  the f r equency /co re - s i ze  corre la t ions  the  
b a n d s  at 1479.7 and  1366.3 cm -1 can  readi ly  be  as- 
s igned to a 6cHS conf igura t ion ,  whereas  the o the r  b a n d s  
are  a t t r ibu ted  to a 5cHS state [17]. The  relat ive contr i -  
bu t ions  of  bo th  HS forms is r educed  upon  increas ing 
the ionic  s t rength  (Fig.  4B), bu t  they are still  c lear ly  
h igher  than  in cyt3+-AsT at  p H  8.5. 

Table  I inc ludes  the so ob ta ined  spectra l  pa r ame te r s  
of  the v 4 and  v3 modes  of  the vai rous  species as well as 
those de te rmined  for  cyt  3÷ b o u n d  to the A g  e lec t rode  
and  o ther  types  of  charged  interfaces.  The  compar i son  
conf i rms  the conclus ion  that  b ind ing  to H P T  induces  
the fo rma t ion  of the confo rma t iona l  states I (6cLS) and  
II  (6cLS, 5cHS, 6cHS).  

T her m a l  equilibria o f  the spin and  coordination configura- 

tion o f  s tate  I I  
The R R  spec t ra  of  cy ta+-AsT at  low ionic s t rength  

were measured  at  d i f ferent  t empera tu res  in the  in terval  
be tween  4 and  3 8 ° C .  I t  can  readi ly  be  seen that  the  
relat ive con t r ibu t ions  of  the var ious  coo rd ina t i on  s ta tes  
are  affected by  increas ing  the t empera tu re  (Fig.  5). In  
par t icu lar ,  the 5 e l l s  (1487.6 c m  -~)  and  the 6cHS con-  
f igurat ions  (1479.7 cm -1)  increase  at  the  expense  of  the  
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6cLS conf igu ra t ion  of  s ta te  I I  (1505.7 cm-~) .  On  the 
o ther  hand ,  the  con ten t  of  s ta te  I (1499.6 c m - ~ )  appea r s  

to be  largely  unaffec ted .  F r o m  the relat ive b a n d  intensi-  
ties of  the R R  spec t ra  at  d i f ferent  tempera tures ,  de-  
t e rmined  by  the b a n d  f i t t ing analysis ,  the reac t ion  en- 
thalpies  A H R for the t rans i t ions  be tween the var ious  
coo rd ina t i on  conf igura t ions  of  s tate I I  can readi ly  be  
de t e rmine d  (see Fig. 6). F o r  

cyt~i + 6cLS ~ cyt 131 + 5cHS (1) 

cyt 13t + 6cLS ~ cyt31 + 6cHS (2) 

cyt31 + 6cHS ~ cytl31 + 5cHS (3) 

one ob ta ins  A H  R ( 1 ) =  - 6 . 0  k J / M ,  A H  R ( 2 ) =  - 8 . 9  
k J / M  and  A H  R ( 3 ) =  6.2 k J / M ,  respect ively.  The  de- 
t e rmina t ion  of  the reac t ion  entropies ,  A S  R requires  the 
knowledge  of  the  relat ive concent ra t ions ,  c~, of  the 
species i which are  re la ted  to the relat ive b a n d  intensi-  
ties I i accord ing  to 

ci = fi" li (4) 

where  f~ are  cons tan t s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  to the R a m a n  
cross-sect ions.  These  values were de t e rmined  previous ly  
[5,6] so tha t  one  ob t a ined  A S  R ( 1 ) = - 3 0  eft, A S  R 
(2) = - 2 9  eu and  A S  R (3) = 9.9 eu, respectively.  

A 147~14~11,.L 148 '76/i1__t, 1505.7 

T=6°C //,, l,i, / / ' ,  

,kl/ /k,, / \~ i 
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Fig. 5. RR spectra of cyt 3+ bound to AsT (I, is approx. 0.001 M, pH 
6.5) measured a t  T= 6°C (A) and T = 38°C (B). The excitation fine 

was 406 n m .  The dotted lines are the fitted Lorentz profiles. 
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Fig. 6. Van't Hoff plots of the cyt~i+6cLS#cyt3~+5cHS and 
cyt3x+tcLS~cyt~x+tcHS equilibria. The concentration ratios were 

determined from the RR experiments (see text for further details). 

Spectral characterization of the various species 
For a more detailed structural investigation the pure 

RR spectra of the various species are required. Such 

spectra cannot be measured directly but must be ob- 
tained by a subtraction procedure based on the mea- 
sured RR spectra of cyt 3÷ bound to SiT or AsT at 
different ionic strengths and pH values. The ap- 
propriate weighting factors for the subtraction proce- 
dure can be derived from the computer-fitted spectra in 
the marker band region (Fig. 4). This method yields 
pure RR spectra in the entire frequency range of state I 
and the 6cLS form of state II. The RR spectra of the 
6cHS and 5cHS configurations, however, could not be 
separated from each other since the contributions of 
these forms relative to each other only varied slightly in 
the different samples. The discussion of the low 
frequency spectra of the individual species is based on a 
tentative assignment of the bands presented in the ap- 
pendix. 

The conformational state I 
Fig. 7C,D displays the RR spectrum of the incom- 

plexed cyt 3+ in neutral aqueous solution. The low- 
frequency region shows an unusually complex vibra- 
tional pattern which is in sharp contrast to the RR 
spectra of other heme proteins. For example, a band 
fitting analysis of the RR spectra of met-hemoglobin 
and ferricytochrome P-450 LM2 (spectra not shown 
here) reveals only five bands in the region between 300 
and 420 cm -1 while in the case of cyt~ + the number of 
bands is nearly doubled (Table II). Another peculiarity 
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Fig. 7. RR spectra of cyt 3+ bound to HPT (A,B) and of the uncomplexed cyt~ + in aqueous solution at pH 7.0 (C,D) excited at 406 nm. Spectra A 
and B were obtained by a subtraction procedure as described in the text. The dotted lines are the fitted Lorentz profiles. 
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concerns the half-widths of these bands whose average 
value is 10.8 cm-1 for ferricytochrome P-450 LM2 and 
13.1 cm -1 for met-hemoglobin but only 8.5 cm -1 for 
cyt 3+ . These bands result from vibrational modes which 
include high contributions from the peripheral sub- 
stituents. Hence, such narrow bands widths indicate 
that inhomogeneous broadening is very small pointing 
to a rigid enclosure of the heme in the protein matrix. 
In fact, the crystal structure of ferri-cytochrome c re- 
veals that the heme is tightly fixed into the heme pocket 
via a variety of covalent bonds, hydrogen bonding inter- 
actions and Van der Waals contacts [23,24]. These inter- 
actions are sufficiently strong to perturb the porphyrin 
geometry by tilting the pyrrole rings 2 and 3, i.e., those 
rings which carry the thioether linkages to the protein. 
This geometric distortion of the heme may also provide 
a reasonable explanation for the large number of bands 
in this frequency region, since RR-activity can be in- 
duced to out-of-plane modes. Furthermore, the rigid 
fixation in the heme pocket should restrict the mobility 
of the peripheral substituents of the heme so that indi- 
vidual rotational isomers may be trapped which differ 
in the orientation of the substituents with respect to the 
porphyrin plane. Hence, some of the modes which in- 
clude vibrations of the porphyrin-substituent bonds or 
internal vibrations of the substituents (i.e., the bands in 
the fingerprint region) may split (see Appendix). 

In Fig. 7 the RR spectra of the uncomplexed cyt 3÷ 
in neutral aqueous solution and the complexed cyt 3+ 

are compared. In both spectral regions there is a far- 
reaching similarity between both forms. Evidently, in 
this conformational state the interactions with the poly- 
anion do not affect the structure of the heme and its 
immediate protein environment. Even the details of the 
vibrational pattern in the fingerprint region are essen- 
tially the same in both spectra (Fig. 7B,D). There are 
only small frequency shifts of some of the modes in 
cyt~ ÷ . This can be ascribed to the effect of the electro- 
static field, imposed by the array of negative charges of 
the polyanion, on the vibrational energy levels of the 
porphyrin of the bound cyt 3÷ [5]. 

The magnitude and the direction of this vibrational 
Stark effect are different for the various modes. For 
most of the bands, one observes a frequency downshift, 
in particular for the A lg fundamentals. Only for a few 
bands, is an upshift also noted. 

As it was shown above, state I prevails after binding 
of cyt 3+ to SiT. This complex has been characterized by 
Chottard et al. [8] employing different spectroscopic 
techniques. These authors could detect only a small 
shift of the Soret absorption maximum, but, besides 
this, provided strong evidence that the native structure 
is preserved in this state of the bound cyt 3÷. Again, the 
shift of the absorption band, which can readily account 
for the slightly different relative intensities of some of 
the RR bands in cyt 3+, may be ascribed to a Stark 
effect on the electronic transition [5]. Furthermore, 
Chottard et al. [8] determined the redox potential of 
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Fig. 8. RR spectra of cyt~i+6cLS bound to HPT (A,B) and of the uncomplexed cyt~ + in aqueous solutiuon at pH 11.5 (C,D) excited at 406 nm. 
Spectra A and B were obtained by a subtraction procedure as described in the text. The dotted lines are the fitted Lorentz profiles. 
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+ 0.05 to + 0.02 V, which is a good agreement with the 
value obtained from previous SERR studies ( +  0.02 V) 

[51. 

The conformational state H 

Compared to state I the R R  spectra of the 6cLS 
configuration of state II  reveal significant differences in 
the entire spectral range (Fig. 8A,B), but there is an 
excellent agreement with the spectral characteristics of 
cyt3i+6cLS formed in other systems (Tables I and II). 

In the low-frequency region, there are dramatic 
changes of the relative band intensities and significant 
frequency shifts, in particular, for the bands at 343.9 
cm-1 (1'8) and 403.3 cm -~ (2/)9). The most striking 
observation is that the relatively strong band at 445.0 
cm -1 of state I (Fig, 7B), which is assigned to the 
propionate bending vibration (see appendix), disappears 
in state II (Fig. 8B). In state I, two bands (413.3 and 
419.0 cm -1) were assigned to the combination mode 
/)34 "q- /)35 (Table II), but in state II  only one band can be 
detected at 418.0 cm -1 whose half-width is significantly 
higher (by about 3 cm -1) compared to the components  
of the doublet in state I. A similar band broadening is 
also observed for the modes /)8, 2/)35 and 2/) 9 . Ap- 
parently, the steric constraints by the protein environ- 
ment, which, in state I, force the heme into a rigid 
conformation, are reduced in cyt3~+6cLS and the rota- 
tional barriers of, at least, some of the porphyrin-sub- 
stituent bonds are lowered. These findings as well as the 
structural implications derived from other spectroscopic 
techniques [8] point to an opening of the heme crevice. 
Such a conformational rearrangement of the heme 
pocket weakens the iron-methionine bond establishing 

the thermal coordination equilibrium with the 5cHS 
configuration. 

In the high frequency region, upshifts of the marker 
bands point to a considerable contraction of the 
porphyrin core [17]. It may be that the weakening of the 
iron-methionine bond leads to a small out-of-plane dis- 
placement of the iron towards the histidine-ligand so 
that an opt imum orbital overlap between the iron and 
the pyrrole nitrogens requires a contraction of the heme 
core. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the opening of 
the heme crevice readily explains the large negative shift 
of the redox potential  which was noted for cyt~f6cLS 
adsorbed on the Ag electrode [5] and in HPT complexes 

[81. 
The interpretation of the R R  spectra of the HS forms 

of state II  is more difficult due to the overlapping 
contributions of both the 5cHS and the 6cHS configura- 
tions (Fig. 9A,B). While in the marker band region the 
bands can unambiguously be assigned to the /)4 and /)3 
modes of both species (see above) and to the/)38 mode 
of the 6cHS form (1512.5 cm -1) [17], the analysis of the 
fingerprint region is more tentative. Based on a com- 
parison with the R R  data of cyt~i+5cHS bound to 
phospholipid vesicles [6], the bands at 342.4, 357.0 and 
403.5 cm -1 are attributed to the 5cHS configuration 
and assigned to the modes/)8, 2/)35 and 2/)9, respectively. 
Their counterparts  for the 6cHS configuration then can 
be ascribed to the bands at 330.0 (/)8), 366.7 (2/)35) and 
393.6 cm -1 (2/)9). The remaining bands cannot be at- 
tributed unambiguously to one of these species. 

It is evident that the spectral characteristics of state I 
such as the band at 445.0 cm-~ or the splitting of the 
combination mode/)34 "t- /)35 are also missing in both HS 

TABLE II 

Low-frequency modes of the various species of ferricytochrome c 

State Mode a 

;'51 v8 2v35 pyr tilt b 2~9 P34 + v35 prop bend b 

cyt3+6cLS/neutral 304.8 349.1 361.8 375.0 382.2 398.2 413.3 419.0 446.8 
cyt~+6cLS/lipid c 304.7 348.4 361.7 372.4 381.5 397.9 413.0 420.2 446.2 
cyt3+6cLS/HPT d 303.6 347.5 362.9 372.0 382.1 396.5 412.4 420.5 445.0 

cyt3+6cLS/alkaline 305.2 345.3 364.2 383.5 396.2 401.9 412.4 419.3 448.0 
cytl3~ + 6cLS/lipid c 316.5 350.4 362.3 375.4 383.7 402.2 419,5 454.6 
cyt3j +6cLS/HPT d 317.3 343.9 361.1 375.1 384.4 403.3 419.5 454.6 
cyt3~ +6cLS/HPT d 317.3 343.9 361.1 375.1 384.4 403.3 418.0 461.7 

cyt 31+ 5cHS/lipid c - 343.1 359.9 374.0 387.1 408.1 418.5 428.0 
cyt 3+ 5cHS/HPT d - 342.4 357.0 (378.7) e 403.5 (417.2) c (432.3) c 

cyt3+6cHS/HPT d - 330.0 366.7 (378.7) • 393.6 (417.2) e (432.3) e 

a The frequencies of the modes are given in cm-1; the assignment is discussed in the text. 
b 'Pyr tilt' and 'prop bend' denote the pyrrole tilting and propionate bending vibrations, respectively. 
c Adopted from Ref. 6. 
d HPT, heteropolytungstates. 
e Not resolved into the 5cHS and 6cHS component. 
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excited at 406 rim. Spectra A and B were obtained by a subtraction procedure as described in the text. The dotted lines are the fitted Lorentz 

profiles. 

configurations of state II. In addition, the broadening 
of the bands has further increased compared to 
cyt ~x + 6cLS. The average half-widths of the low frequency 
bands are even greater than in cyt]x+6cLS establishing 
the following order: cyt 3 + (9.8 cm-  1) < cyt3i + 6cLS (11.0 
cm -1) < cyt~l+5cHS (13.5 cm -~) < cyt~x+6cHS (15.4 
cm-1). Taking the inhomogeneous broadening of the 
bands as a measure for the flexibility of the heme in the 
protein envelope, one can conclude that the heme crevice 
further opens in the HS forms of state II compared to 
the 6cLS form. 

Electric-field- and pH-induced conformational changes 
It is well known that in aqueous solution cyt~ + is 

involved in various reversible pH-dependent conforma- 
tional transformations [1,25]. The transitions to the 
so-called alkaline and acid forms with a pK 1 of 9.4 and 
2.5, respectively, include a structural rearrangement of 
the heme pocket leading to a change of the coordination 
state. In the alkaline form of the uncomplexed cyt~ +, 
the methionine is replaced by another strong field ligand, 
most likely Lys-72 or Lys-79, so that a new 6cLS 
configuration is established. This is reflected by the 
frequency upshift of the marker bands compared to the 
neutral form (Fig. 8C, 7C) (see also Ref. 26-28]. It is 
assumed that this ligand exchange is accompanied by an 
opening of the heme crevice implying a major distortion 
of the heine-protein interactions. However, the low 

frequency region of the RR spectrum (Fig. 8D) still 
reveals some striking similarities with the neutral form 
(Fig. 7D). The number of bands in this region is as high 
as for cyt 3+ at pH 7.0 and the average band-widths 
(10.2 cm -1) is only slightly increased. In addition, the 
modes 2v 9 and P34-.t-P35 appear at similar frequencies 
and intensities in both species. Major spectral changes 
are only associated with Ps, which is shifted down by 
about 4 cm-  ~ and whose intensity has decreased, and 
with the pyrrole tilting for which only one component 
could be detected. It may be that the structural changes 
involved in the alkaline transition are restricted only to 
a part of the heme pocket. In fact, Takano and Dicker- 
son [24] have pointed out that the replacement of the 
methionine by Lys-72 or Lys-79 would require a confor- 
mational change in the left part of the heme crevice. 

In the acid form of the uncomplexed cyt~ + both 
axial ligands are replaced, accompanied by a major 
structural rearrangement of the polypeptide chain [1]. 
Presumably, this process is initiated by the protonation 
of the histidine ligand, so that the coordination bond to 
the heme iron is broken [24]. In this way, this residue 
can no longer stabilize the heine pocket and both axial 
coordination sites are accupied by weak field ligands, 
most likely water molecules, leading to a 6cHS config- 
uration. This is reflected by the frequencies of the 
marker bands 1'4 and P3 at 1365.5 and 1480.7 cm -~ 
(Fig. 9C). 
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In addition to the 6cHS configuration, the RR spec- 
trum of the acid form of cyt 3+ also reveals contribu- 
tions from a 5cHS and a 6cLS configuration as indi- 
cated by the P3 components at 1491.2 cm -1 and 1502.3 
cm -1 (Fig. 9C). Following a previous suggestion, the 
6cLS configuration is ascribed to the heme iron coordi- 
nated by a water molecule and the counterion (chloride) 
of the acidifying agent while in the 5cHS configuration, 
presumably a chloride ion occupies the fifth coordina- 
tion site [29]. 

While these conformational changes of the dissolved 
cyt~ ÷ in solution are initiated by the protonation re- 
spective deprotonation of amino acid side chains, the 
structural changes in cyt~i + bound to charged surfaces 
are induced by electrostatic interactions [5,9]. Table I 
and II demonstrates that the latter effect does not 
depend on the material of the surface, since all the 
characteristic spectral parameters of the individual 
species are very similar in the various systems. 

The binding of cyt c to these surfaces occurs via the 
positively charged lysine residues around the heme 
groove. This may lead to the rupture of salt bridges 
such as Lys-13 - Glu-90 which, in the uncomplexed cyt 
c, are crucial for stabilizing the closed heme pocket. 
This implies that the formation of state II, which is 
based on the destabilization of the heme crevice, re- 
quires a specific spatial arrangement of negative charges 
on the binding domain of the complex partner which 
permits interactions with the individual lysine residues 
of cyt c, in particular Lys-13. Following these consider- 
ations, the various equilibrium concentrations of state I 
and II in the different HPT systems (see Fig. 4) can be 
readily understood. Increasing the ionic strength and 
the pH in cyt3+-AsT leads to a partial shielding of the 
opposite charges in the interface of these complexes so 
that the electrostatic interactions are weakened and the 
conformational equilibria are shifted towards state I. 
The significantly lower content of state II in SiT than in 
AsT at the same ionic strength and pH (Fig. 4) can be 
attributed to the different sizes of the spherically shaped 
polyanions although the charge density is about the 
same for SiT and AsT. However, only AsT is large 
enough (approx. 20 .~ in diameter [8]) to interact with 
the entire front surface of cyt 3÷ [23], while SiT is 
significantly smaller (approx. 11 ,~ in diameter [8]) so 
that the interactions may only partly include Lys-13. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the formation of the 
conformational states I and II is the common property 
of cyt c in the various electrostatic complexes, Tables I 
and II reveal deviations for the frequencies and half- 
widths within the individual species which are larger 
than the experimental inaccurary (+0 .2  cm-1).  These 
may reflect subtle structural modifications due to the 
different strengths and directions of the electric fields in 
the various systems. These spectral deviations are more 
pronounced in state II, suggesting that the less rigid 

structure of the heme crevice is more sensitive to changes 
of the electrostatic interactions than in state I. This may 
also be the reason why the thermodynamic parameters 
of the 6cLS-to-5cHS transition in state II (Eqn. 1) are 
quite different in the various systems. In cyt-HPT com- 
plexes, both the reaction enthalpy and the reaction 
entropy are significantly less negative (by a factor of 3) 
than for state II bound to phospholipid vesicles [6]. On 
the other hand, for cyt~1 + adsorbed on colloidal silver 
AH R is only - 1 . 4  k J / M  (Hildebrandt, P., unpublished 
results). 

Now the question arises if there is a relationship 
between both the electric field - and the pH - induced 
conformational changes. The RR spectrum of the 6cLS 
configuration of state II (Fig. 8A,B) differs significantly 
from that of the alkaline form of the uncomplexed 
cyt 3÷ (Fig. 8C,D) in both the high- and the low- 
frequency region, ruling out any structural similarity 
with the alkaline form. This conclusion is in line with 
the CD-, EPR-, and tryptophan-fluorescence data re- 
ported by Chottard et al. [8]. Furthermore, the compari- 
son of the RR spectra of these two species with the RR 
spectrum of the neutral form of cyt~ ÷ (Fig. 7C,D) with 
respect to the band positions, the splitting of the modes, 
the half-widths and the relative intensities (see previous 
section and Table II) indicates that the formation of 
state II is associated with larger conformational changes 
than the alkaline transition. For example, the 445.0 
cm -1 band of cyt 3÷ which is tentatively assigned to the 
propionate bending mode, is subject to strong changes 
in cyt~i+6cLS but it is only slightly upshifted in the 
alkaline form of cyt 3÷ . If this assignment is correct, one 
may conclude that the electric-field-induced structural 
perturbations are not localized to a part of the front 
surface but are extended over the entire heme crevice 
including the hydrogen bonding interactions of the pro- 
pionate groups. 

The comparison of the acid form of cyt~ ÷ with the 
bound cyt 3÷ must be restricted to the 6cHS configura- 
tions since chloride ions which are involved in the 
formation of the 5cHS and 6cLS forms at pH 1.8 were 
not present in AsT containing samples. For the marker 
bands v 4 and v 3, similar frequencies are noted in the 
6cHS configurations of both species (Fig. 9A,C) and 
there are also some striking similarities between both 
species in the low frequency region as far as these bands 
can unambiguously be attributed to the various spin 
configurations (see for example the down shift of v 8 
below 340 cm - l ;  Fig. 9B,D, Table II). The comparison 
of the 6cHS configurations as well as the fact that the 
content of the 6cHS configuration in cyt 3÷ bound to 
HPT strongly decreases upon increasing the pH (Fig. 4), 
suggests that the formation of this coordination state is 
associated with structural changes similar to the acid 
transition of the dissolved cyt 3+. Again, this view is 
supported by the study of Chottard et al. [8]. This 
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would imply that binding to HTP shifts the pK a of this 
transition to higher pH values compared to dissolved 
cyt 3+. This surprising behavior is also observed for 
cytI3i + adsorbed on the Ag electrode. Fig. 10B shows 
such a SERR spectrum measured at 0.0 V and pH 7.0. 
It reveals that as in cyt3+-AsT (Fig. 10A) there is a 
distinct contribution from the 6cHS configuration (~3 at 
1478.7 cm-1). In both the electrochemical and the HPT 
complexes, the 6cHS content does not only depend on 
the pH, but also on the electrode pote/atial [5] respective 
the ionic strength and the kind of HPT (Fig. 4). These 
findings suggest that the electrostatic interaction with 
the charged surface of the electrode respective of HPT, 
which stabilize the conformational state II, also faciliate 
the formation of the acid form of cyt 3+. This may be 
attributed to an effect of the electric field on the ionic 
equilibria of those amino acid acid-chains which are 
involved in the acid transition of cyt 3+, in particular, 
the histidine ligand itself [30]. On the electrode at open 
circuit, an apparent pK a of about 4.5 was estimated for 
the formation of the 6cHS form which is by about 2 
units higher than for the related process in aqueous 
solution. In the complex with HPT, the pKa appears to 
be even further upshifted. 
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Conclusions 

The analysis of the RR spectra of cyt 3+ bound to 
H P T  demonstrates that the main structural changes 
occur in the heme pocket which is in full agreement 
with previous conclusions derived from other spectro- 
scopic techniques [8]. It is concluded that the spatial 
arrangement of the negative charges plays a crucial role 
for the conformational changes of cyt c bound to HPT 
or to other types of charged surfaces, in general. This 
supports the view that in the physiological processes of 
cyt c the specific topography of the binding surfaces of 
cyt.red and cyt.ox may control the distribution between 
the conformational states I and II [9]. 
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Appendix 

Vibrational assignment of the fingerprint region of cyto- 
chrome c 

The unusual large number of bands in the low 
frequency RR spectrum of cyt 3- can be ascribed to two 
effects which are associated with the specific structure 
of the heme group in the protein matrix. Firstly, as 
discussed in the present paper, the rigid enclosure of the 
heme in the heme crevice restricts the mobility of the 
substituents so that individual rotational isomers may 
be trapped. This may lead to a splitting a n d / o r  a 
narrowing of those modes which include high contribu- 
tions of these substituents. Extremely small band widths 
(i.e., below 9 cm -1) are observed for nearly all the low 
frequency bands except for the 304.8 and 446.8 cm -a 
bands (Fig. 7D). Possible candidates for splitted modes 
are the doublets at 375.0 and 382.2 cm -a and at 413.3 
and 419.0 cm -1, since they are replaced by single peaks 
in the alkaline and acid forms of cyt~ + (see Table II 
and Fig. 8D and 9D) in which the heme cervice exhibits 
a more loose structure [24]. In this context it is interest- 
ing to note that the RR spectrum of ferrocytochrome c 
[5] displays an even higher number of bands in this 
region and their band widths are smaller than in cyt~ +. 
Since in the reduced cyt c the fixation of the heme in 
the protein is even tighter, this further supports the idea 
of a conformational heterogeneity of the heme group in 
cyt c. 

Secondly, the geometric distortions of the heine and 
the asymmetric substitution lowers the symmetry of the 
heme chromophore, so that bands which are Raman- 
forbidden in the D4h-point group can became RR-active 
[31]. In fact, the crystal structure of tuna cyt 3+ and 
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cyt 2+ reveals that the pyrrole rings 2 and 3 which carry 
the thioether bridges are tilted out  of  the plane so that  
the heme group exhibits a more or less ruffled rather 
than a planar structure. As it was demonst ra ted  by  
Czernuszewicz et al. [32], a ruffled heme structure leads 
to a considerable frequency lowering of  the spin-state 
marker  bands when compared  with a flat geometry.  The 
largest downshifts  are noted for the modes/"19 and vl0. 
Indeed, the spin state marker  bands  of  cyt  3÷ show the 
same tendency al though not that  pronounced.  The fre- 
quencies of  v 3 (1500 cm-1) ,  v 2 (1582 cm-1) ,  v28 (1467 
cm -1)  and Vll (1563 cm -1)  correspond to a core size 
radius of  1.989 + 0.005 A, [17]. Using this value to 
determine the expected frequencies for the modes /)19 
and /)10 one obtaines 1 5 8 7 +  2 and 1 6 3 9 + 2  cm -1, 
respectively. The experimental values, however, are 
clearly lower at 1583 and 1633 cm-1 ,  respectively. 

Following these considerations, a tentative assign- 
ment  of the low frequency bands  of  cyt  3÷ (Fig. 7D) is 
presented based on the recent analysis of  the R R  spec- 
tra of  metal loporphyrins  [15,18,22]. The strongest 
(polarized) band  in this region at 349.1 cm - t  can be 
attributed to the Alg mode/)8. In  other  heme proteins or  
model  compounds ,  this mode  forms a Fermi doublet  
with the overtone 2/)35 which therefore can be assigned 
to the band  at 361.8 cm -1. The other  polarized bands  
are assigned to the overtone 2/) 9 (398.2 cm -1)  and to 
the combinat ion mode  /)34 +/)35 (doublet  at 413.3 and 
419.0 cm-1) .  The band  at 304.8 cm -1 may  result f rom 
the E u mode  /)51. N o  in-plane fundamentals  or over- 
t o n e s / c o m b i n a t i o n  modes, however, can account  for 
the remaining bands  pointing to the involvement of  
out-of-plane modes. In this context it is interesting to 
compare  the R R  spectrum of cyt  3÷ with that of  tetrago- 
nal nickel octaethylporphyrin  crystals in which the 
porphyr in  assumes a ruffled structure, and, hence, bears 
some structural similarity with the tilted geometry of  
the heme group in cyt  3÷ as discussed above. For  these 
crystals, the only out-of-plane modes which were ob- 
served upon Soret band  excitation are two bands  at 360 
and 445 cm-1  [22]. Li et al. assigned the 360 c m - 1  band  
to a pyrrole  tilting vibration (76) which may  correspond 
to the doublet  at 375.0 and 382.2 cm -~ in the R R  
spectrum of  cyt 3÷ (Fig. 7D). The  445 c m - 1  band  was 
shown to result f rom a CBCIC 2 asymmetr ic  bending 
vibration of  the ethyl group. Due to the similar 
frequency, it is tempting to assign the 446.8 cm-~  band  
of  cyt  3÷ to the same type of  mode  involving the bend- 
ing of  the propionate  side chains. Support  for this idea 
comes f rom the observation that  this band  vanishes 

upon pro tona t ion  of  the propionate  groups in the acid 
form of cyt  c (Fig. 9D). 
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